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I, a servant of the most High Lord God, have come into the fullness of the Earth, to stand

before all peoples and nations to declare the words of the Lord God Almighty, the One

True and Living God …

… He was … is … and will be the Creator of all things … whether of the heavens and the

Earth, of mankind and all living and non-living things, of the universe and beyond.
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Therefore as the Lord God has spoken, I have written … for which now I declare these

words …

“Prophet By God”

The High Prophet of the Lord God

Thus says the Lord God:

O mankind …

… I AM the Lord God …

… the Creator and Finisher all that exists.

I am the Standards-Setter and the Judge …

… for ALL standards … and ALL laws, commandments, statutes, judgments, and

precedents are set by Me.

I AM the Judge, the Jury, and I execute all that I determine …

… thusly, I AM indeed the Judge, the Jury, and the Executioner in all the things of

goodness, badness, and indifference.

But also know that I, the Lord God, am the all merciful God who has …

… through My sacrifice … atoned for the sins, iniquities, and abominations of mankind -

through the pouring out of My grace upon all those who seek Me in the trueness and

sincerity of their hearts, their minds, their bodies, their souls, and their spirits (in their

“Completeness of Being”).
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However, for those who do not seek Me and therefore do not receive My grace …

… they are under My law!

Know however, that My law is not like that of mankind 530 but, although many peoples

and nations do indeed have laws and statutes based upon Mine.

Nevertheless …

… now do I, the Lord God Almighty, declare these things further … but do I declare

them in clarity, in definitiveness, and in completeness:

O Earth …

O mankind upon the Earth …

O peoples and nations throughout the vastness of the Earth …

It is now the “time of the end” as specifically prophesied by Daniel the prophet, but also

as written and declared by the other prophets and great men of old (of ancient times), and

those of new (of less ancient times), and now of the “One” I have sent of eternalness (of

recent times), in this day and age - but even now of this day, date, and time.

Know however, it is the very end of the “time of the end”. This time is also that which

was written by the prophet Hosea in which I am about to complete all that which I

promised in healing and binding up, and in reviving and raising up ALL of My peoples.

Why?
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So that I may live in their sight … but even more profoundly, so that they may live in My

sight!

I am now about to pour out My Spirit upon all of mankind like the rain, but as the “Latter

Rain” which I have promised to pour out upon those who willingly and lovingly receive

Me - for which such has also been prophesied.

Then shall the “time of the end” be completed, and the world revert from the “time of

grace” back unto the finality of the “time of law” …

… for which there shall be a time of great trouble upon the Earth such as never was since

there was a man upon the Earth, even until this time …

…but also know, that with this time of great trouble shall there be a time of greater

tribulation …

… which shall beget great global destructions, decimations, and desolations brought upon

mankind by his fellow mankind …

… but also through My divine judgment of mankind and the Earth - for the great sins,

iniquities, and abominations of mankind.

Nevertheless, before this age ends and the next begins, I am calling upon mankind to

come back unto their Lord God …

… for the final harvest is nearly at hand …

… coming IMMINENTLY, for which in the days ahead, I will bring My final outpouring

of grace, through My Spirit, unto all of mankind (that is, of those who claim Me and

accept Me) …

… for which it shall be the greatest of rains (even greater than the early or former rain) …
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… for immediately before the harvest will come the great “Latter Rain”.

O Mankind …

… I, the Lord God, declare that I can no longer bear the great sins, iniquities, and

abominations of you anymore …

… nor will I tolerate such great sins anymore, from this day forward!

For I, the Lord God, have come to judge mankind for such great sin …

… and all that which is contrary to My written word and the laws, commandments,

statutes, judgments, and precedents contained within.

Do know, however, that I will judge mankind by the ways and methods based upon three

criteria:

 By mankind’s own laws, statutes, and precedents, which even he has violated.

 By those things in which mankind has determined do unto others …

… for which I will cause all such to be brought back unto his own head.

Therefore, what he “desires” to do unto others, will I bring back onto him.

Notice that this is a variation and an extension of the “Golden Rule” - because

mankind does not have to actually do such things, but only desire to do them.

Thusly I will judge each individual, group, organization, people, peoples, and nation

on such.
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Have I not written that I know the very thoughts, intents, words, deeds, actions, and

inactions of each and every individual of mankind, whether past … present … or

future? Have I not also written that I will bring back upon those the things that they

desire to do, intend to do, or have done unto others?

 By My own Godly laws, statutes, commandments, judgments, and precedents I have

written, as based upon My own Godly standards of righteousness, holiness, justice,

equity, and more.

For it is these three in which I have always judged each individual on … am judging each

individual on … and will continue to judge each individual on hereafter!

O mankind …

… I AM the Lord God Almighty …

… and I remove kings and raise-up kings according to My own desire, based upon my

own intents and purposes (and no other). For there is no authority on the face of the Earth

except that which I have given and appointed by My own hand.

For those who I appoint for righteous purposes, do I also anoint with an appropriate

portion of measurement of My Spirit.

But those whom I appoint for less than righteous purposes, even unto judgment, do I

appoint unto negative blessing to fulfill that which I have set forth.

However, know this … that unless mankind raises up against such lesser righteousness,

even unto unrighteousness, and then therefore cries out unto Me greatly … such of the

intents and purposes of these who reign over mankind can lead to great unrighteousness,

injustice, even unto wickedness and evil … by and of their own accord (and not by and of

My own Godly accord).
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However, all these whom I have removed and raised-up, have I indeed shown My great

power unto … so that My name shall indeed be declared unto all the Earth, whether such

was known at that time, known subsequently, or known in the future.

O mankind, know that I have already set in motion a series of a chain of events that will

bring the world through the end of the “time of the end” … in which all I have prophesied

will come to pass, as well as come to fruition, in absoluteness.

So, let it be known, that on the 13th of March 2013, I, the Lord God Almighty …

… appointed three kings which will have the greatest impact upon mankind in the times

coming upon the Earth …

… for these are the three of a total of four men that will affect mankind greater than any

other of the past … any other of the present … or any other of the future history of

mankind (that is, as he exists upon the Earth).

Of these three kings, two did I appoint and raise up on that day, and the third did I

appoint and anoint to fulfill the greatest measure of My intents, purposes, and

righteousness - for which in both very soon and due time, unto soon and due time … will

I then raise him up.

Of these three kings, regarding the two that I appointed and raised up on that day, I

previously removed the predecessor of one so as to raise him up as successor. The other I

re-appointed to continue his rulership for a great Godly set of intents and purposes.

Of the third whom I appointed and anointed on that day, did I determine the time and

method in which I will remove the one he will replace. For which My anointed one will

then be raised up, beginning in very soon and due time, to guide and lead he who replaces

the third king (that is, when I remove the third king by My own Godly hand). Then

therefore, shall I raise up My higher appointed and anointed one to succeed the successor

of he who was removed.
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Of the fourth and final king, I have appointed him in recent “times”, but have not raised

him up as of yet. For the times he has been appointed to rule have not yet come upon

mankind … but do know that such is coming IMMINENTLY. But clearly know this -

that the intents and purposes of this fourth king is the most of unrighteousness … for I

will raise him up to bring a great and terrible judgment upon the world through the

greatest unrighteousness, wickedness, and evil that will ever be experienced by mankind

(ever since he was upon the Earth).

Therefore, I the Lord God, have appointed two for purposes of righteousness, for which I

have now raised up one. A have appointed two for unrighteousness, for which I have now

raised up one.

Of the two of unrighteousness, the former is of righteousness … for which he has now

already begun to become unrighteous, which will therefore lead to more unrighteousness,

even unto a very great unrighteousness.

And the latter who has not yet come will come in the name of unrighteousness … that is

he will come in the power of he who is the greatest of unrighteousness, even coming in

that one’s name (which for now, will remain a sealed mystery).

Of these two that are of righteousness, the former has already been raised up to lead My

peoples, for which his righteousness will continue to increase in the times coming.

And the latter who has not been raised up yet, has indeed already come, but not yet in the

greater fullness of his reign. For he has come in the name of righteousness, even coming

in that “One’s name” … which will soon become quite obvious, if such is not already

known and abundantly clear.

As this one comes in the name of “THE One”, he will also be raised up to lead My

peoples (of another sort, but also of the same sort) … until He, who comes to save and

redeem ALL of My peoples, finally comes to be the most and absolutely greatest of
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righteousness - for which this “One” is the greatest and final King, the King of fifth. For

“THE One” is He who comes in His own name, in majesty and authority (for He also

comes in My holy name). For indeed, there is no one than Him, none greater except I, the

Lord God Almighty (but know that this is also another mystery - the greatest of all

mysteries).

Of the king of unrighteousness which I have already raised up, shall I continue to place a

contrary spirit in him … for which such shall increase greatly so as to confuse and give

anxiety unto his subjects (for which most, sadly and heartbreakingly, will follow his

contrariness, and thusly follow him to total unrighteousness).

Of the third king I have anointed with great blessing, such will increase exponentially in

the days ahead, resulting in an even greater righteousness, justice, and equity of Mine that

he will profess and practice.

But he who the third king succeeds (that is, he who still reigns), I have placed a confusing

spirit in him and have removed his appointment, for which he has greatly fallen from

grace in Me. But do know that he has already begun to fall from grace in the eyes of his

subjects (for his shame shall now increase drastically and dramatically, even unto greatly

more). If this is not evident and obvious now, it will soon be tremendously so, especially

for those who are his most faithful subjects. Such shall be increasingly evident in the days

and weeks ahead.

Why?

Because his Lord God has rejected him from being king!

O mankind …

… I AM the Lord God Almighty …
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I AM your Lord God, whether you think it or not, believe it or not, know it or not,

understand it or not, care about it or not!

O mankind …

… I, the Lord your God, shall give you great proof and evidence that:

 I AM He who has spoken these words to My called and chosen “One” … to be My

Voice and Emissary, for which he has written and declared these words unto the

whole Earth and mankind … in ways heretofore impossible in ancient times and

times less ancient … but possible only in this day and age - but more specifically, on

this day, date, and time.

 I AM He who offers My right hand of blessing unto those who honor, love, and obey

Me … but My right hand of judgment unto those who do not honor, do not love, and

do not obey Me.

 I AM He who is the Creator of the heavens and the Earth - of ALL things that live

within it … especially of mankind.

 I AM He who is the beginning, the middle, and the end.

 I AM He who knows the end from the beginning, but also writes the beginning from

the end (for which this is now a revealed Mystery).

 I AM He who built and now shakes the foundations of the Earth My own intents and

purposes.

 I AM He who calls mankind to come back unto Him … that is, ALL of mankind. But

know that for all those who are called … few come back unto Me … and even fewer

are chosen to serve Me (for which this is now a unrevealed Mystery).
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 I AM He who stretches out the heavens around the Earth and beyond, to tell mankind

of My message unto him (for which this is now a unrevealed Mystery, one that is

very great).

 I AM He who is the Lord God Almighty.

 I AM He who is the One True and Living God!

O mankind …

… I AM the Lord God Almighty …

… and I shall show great proof and evidence that I AM all these things by:

 Showing great signs in all of My creations, such as have never been imagined, much

less seen or known before.

 Showing great wonders in the heavens above and in the Earth beneath.

 Performing great, abundant, and wondrous miracles.

 Performing great and miraculous works, way above and beyond even the miracles.

 Changing the ordinances of the heavens and the Earth beyond that conceptualized,

much less theorized.

 Changing the times and the seasons.

 Changing even the constancy of the sun, the moon, and the stars …

…for the sun shall be turned into darkness …
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… the moon shall be turned into blood …

… and the stars shall shift, decrease, and fall …

For which, then therefore, these things will begin to change the constancy of all

things upon the Earth.

 Changing the laws, physics, mathematics, theories, and more … of the universe

around.

 Revealing deep and hidden secrets of mankind, from the entirety of history … but

especially of the deep and hidden secrets of this day and age … of those on this day,

date, and time.

 Revealing the riches, treasures, and secrets of the Earth.

 Revealing the riches, treasures, and secrets of the heavens.

 Revealing the riches, treasures, and secrets of I, the Lord God, and the Heaven of

heavens.

 Revealing My Godly presence, righteousness, holiness, justice, and equity to

mankind as never before revealed unto him. But more so will I reveal such to those

who “greatly” honor, love, and obey Me … and even greater to those who

“awesomely” honor, love, and obey Me.

 Walking amongst mankind in ways, methods, and times well beyond even that which

was previously given in My written word … as experienced by those in ancient

times, as well as by those in less ancient times.

 Making My presence known, much greater than that of the days of old (of ancient

times), in which I came amongst man as a pillar of smoke by day and a pillar of fire

by night. Thus, as it has been written, I shall indeed show My wonders in the heavens
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and in the Earth beneath as …

… blood and fire and pillars of smoke!

But to those who love Me “greatly” and to those who love Me “awesomely”, I shall

indeed show My wonders in the heavens and in the Earth beneath as …

… atonement and light and vapor of smoke!

 Revealing the future unto mankind through the things which I shall prophesy and

bring to pass, literally before mankind’s very eyes.

 Revealing the past unto mankind through things that I have prophesied and will

conclude and finish, literally before mankind very eyes.

 Revealing the past unto mankind through the signs and wonders of “reverse

prophecy” that I have prophesied in reverse, and will conclude and finish, literally

before mankind’s very eyes.

 Revealing the present unto mankind through that which he has done in the past …

AND by opening the future unto him as to where he is going … based upon his past

and the present he is in now.

 Shaking the Earth and all things in and around it so that ALL will fear the things

which are coming upon mankind … so as to cause many to turn their fear into a “fear

of Me”.

But for those who turn their fear into a “great fear of Me”, I will give them the

beginning of not just Godly wisdom, but also Godly knowledge, and greater wisdom,

and Godly understanding, instruction, and discernment.

Further, for those who turn their fear into an “awesome fear of Me”, shall I also give

them great skills and abilities in greater measures of My Spirit … so that they can

cope and know all that is happening around them (and throughout the world), and
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therefore instruct others to also turn their fear into a fear of Me!

Know that all things that can be shaken will be shaken … and that which remains,

will indeed be refined greatly.

Have not many of these things been previously written, declared, and prophesied?

O mankind …

… when will I do these things?

From the day after these words are revealed unto all of mankind, will I begin these things

gradually, but increasingly in scope, frequency, intensity, and magnitude (even unto more

things unimaginable by mankind).

For as I do these things …

… shall I begin the transition of mankind from grace back unto law …

… so that those in My grace will know the truest measure of My grace …

… so that those not under My grace will know what will become of them under the law –

… when the fullness of grace is completed in totality!

For now I am about to show mankind My fullest measure of love and grace before My

patience completely expires … after which I will judge the entirety the Earth for the sins,

iniquities, and abominations of mankind!
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O mankind …

… know that according to the existence of mankind upon the Earth, there have been a

total of nine dispensations of time (dispensations of My time), as relates to mankind. Of

these, there are seven dispensations of time I directly apportioned to mankind upon the

Earth … for which the seven are each proceeded by one, and succeeded by one

dispensation, both applicable to Myself.

These dispensational times are as follows:

 Eternal Past - all prior eons in time, non-time, and timelessness.

 Innocence - the first age of mankind.

 Conscience.

 Government.

 Promise.

 Law.

 Grace.

 Divine Government - the final and last age accorded unto mankind.

 Eternal Future - all future eons in time, non-time, and timelessness.

O Mankind, from henceforth, that which has yet to be fulfilled is as follows:

 Grace - for which the very end of the “time of the end” is at hand.

 Grace to Law - in transition.

 Law - the finality of Law, in which it will be completely fulfilled.

 Law to Divine Government - in transition.

 Divine Government - from which one new man will come forth.

 Divine Government to the Eternal Future - in transition.

 Eternal Future
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Know that in the transition from Divine Government unto the Eternal Future, these will

occur:

 The final judgment of mankind.

 Sin, iniquity, and abomination will be abolished unto mankind, the Earth, the

heavens, unto the universe and beyond.

 A new heavens and a new Earth will be brought forth - a renovation so to speak (and

not a tearing down and reconstruction).

 Eternity Future will begin, in which mankind will transition from the Lord God living

amongst mankind … to a time where mankind will live amongst the Lord God, but

also with the Lord God (for those who are “awesome” with him). Thereafter, a new

eon will begin.

 Know also that as the Eternal Past, prior to mankind, consisted of many, many eons

in time, non-time, and timelessness … so this will also be the case for the Eternal

Future.

According to mankind’s definition of the division of time upon the Earth, mankind has

existed only through one epoch, consisting of seven dispensational ages.

Within the eternal future - time, non-time, and timelessness shall continue, but regarding

time …

… many, many eons shall be brought forth, for which each will be further subdivided

into further eras, periods, and epochs (for which each epoch shall also consist of seven

new dispensational ages).

Beyond these things, such will continue to be a great mystery of many secrets, until the

time comes to uncover the mystery and unseal its many secrets.

Nevertheless, concerning the epoch of mankind upon the Earth, consisting of seven

dispensational ages …
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… the relationship between the Lord God and mankind has been … is … and will be

revealed as follows:

NO LAW - MANKIND WITHOUT LAW

 Innocence - the Lord God comes amongst man.

 Conscience - man falls to great sin and flees the Lord God in rebellion. When sin was

deceitfully introduced unto man, he became aware of it in wickedness and evilness.

 Government - man replaces the Lord God with himself and that of the other creation.

 Promise - the Lord God gives man hope by calling him to come back unto him.

LAW - THE GIVING OF THE LAW

 Law - the Lord God shows man his sin AND his folly for fleeing Him. The Law

given unto mankind was to show man his inability to live up to the Lord God’s

standards of righteousness, holiness, justice, and equity.

GRACE - THE GIVING OF GRACE … IN MEASUREMENT

 Grace - the Lord God begins to BRIDGE the gap between man and Himself. The

Lord God gives Grace under the Law.

 Finality of Law - Grace will be given unto enforced Law … for which the Law will

be finished and fulfilled.

 Divine Government - the Lord God crosses over the BRIDGE He has built in order to

live amongst man. The Law, now under Grace, will not exist alone, in itself.

 Eternity Future - the Lord God brings man across His BRIDGE to live amongst Him

and His presence … for which many will live directly with Him, in His own personal

“House”. Sin will be abolished. Unbounded Grace of Fullness will exist.
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O mankind …

… to complete the building of this BRIDGE between mankind and I, the Lord God … I

must begin to do all these things in proof and evidence, so that these things will be known

as they come to pass:

I, the Lord God Almighty …

… will magnify and exalt Myself.

… I will set My glory amongst the nations.

… I will execute My judgment amongst the nations.

… I will make My holy name known in Israel.

… I will cause Israel to know that I AM the Lord their God.

… I will make My holy name known in America.

… I will cause America to know that I AM the Lord their God.

… I will bring many nations to “Know Me” … in particular, My other peoples and

nations.

… I will cause these peoples and nations to know that I AM the Lord God.

… I will unify all of My peoples and nations (a few handful), under My name, under My

banner, under My great provision, under My umbrella and hedge of protection, and

then will I magnify My peoples and nations over ALL the other nations.

… I will bring many other nations to “Know Me”.
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… I will cause ALL the peoples and nations to know that I AM the Lord God … their

Creator - whether they know it or not … believe it or not … desire it or not …

understand it or not … care about it or not!

Then, when all these are done, and then therefore known by mankind … I will close out

My “Age of Grace” to finalize and accomplish the “Fullness of Law” …

… then …

… whosoever calls on the name of the Lord God shall be saved!

But know that when I am called, I MUST be called by My holy name … and no one

else’s - for I will not accept any other name … in the Earth or under the heavens …

… and also, when I am called, it must be in love, sincerity, pure-heartedness … and

thereafter include sorrow, remorse, and repentance for the commission of all sins,

iniquities, and abominations … with the desire to cease all such sin …

… then will I pour out My grace and forgiveness … and then require all human and

Godly effort in the cessation of sin … with continuance of anguish, sorrow, repentance,

and recompense for any sin, regardless of its significance. Such things must be

continuous and unceasing as pertains to any and all sin and unrighteousness in My

peoples.

O mankind …

… know ALL these things as declared here, for they will indeed come to pass in the days

ahead …
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…for which I further declare that they will come to pass - from gradualness to quickness,

then unto exponentially, and further unto astronomically … shall they be fulfilled as the

closing days decrease unto completion.

O mankind …

… from this time henceforth, do I, the Lord God, say unto you with surety,

definitiveness, and absoluteness … unto great WARNING:

DO NOT …

… TEST …

… TRY …

… TEMPT …

… MOCK …

… CURSE …

… REJECT …

… the Lord your God!

For in the same measure one does unto Me, shall I do unto them - in admonishment,

chastisement, judgment, anger, fury, and wrath - depending upon the thoughts, desires,

intents, purposes, motives, words, deeds, actions, and / or inactions of those that do any

one or more of these … or worse, all of these!
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O mankind …

… I the Lord God, say unto you all these things …

…for all I have spoken, written, and declared, I will give no greater WARNING of the

things about to come upon ALL the world …

… but I say unto mankind further, that I will give no greater proof and evidence of My

existence, AND the fact that I have done …am doing … and will do ALL that I have

declared and prophesied … unto great fulfillment!

Heartbreakingly, the vast majority of the world has rejected Me throughout the time

mankind has been upon the Earth. For most have denied knowing Me.

However, NO LONGER will this be the case in the days coming …

… for ALL shall know that I, the Lord God have spoken, given proof and evidence of

My existence, and laid My hand of blessing unto judgment upon the entirety the Earth!

Therefore, do I declare that all those who now live … and all those who will ever live …

will indeed be absolutely accountable for knowing these things spoken …

… whether they know it or not … believe it or not … desire it or not … understand it or

not … care about it or not!

O mankind …

… know this very clearly
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… for those who rule over and govern the peoples and nations, AND …

… for those who are responsible to report all things to the peoples and nations…

… IF these reject My word as written, declared, and spoken - they will be held doubly (or

more) responsible!

Still, ALL will be held accountable, whether of their own choice … or whether of the

choice of the few that take responsibility for being the rulers, the leaders, the reporters,

and “the watchmen” for the peoples and nations.

Nevertheless …

… for those who rule over and govern the peoples and nations, AND …

… for those who are responsible to report all things to the peoples and nations…

… do indeed deliver My words, declarations, and WARNINGS unto their peoples and

the nations…

… then they will have delivered their own souls!

But again, if they do not deliver My words, declarations, and WARNINGS unto their

peoples and nations …

… then I will require the souls of those lost (who did not hear My words, declarations,

and WARNINGS) … at the hands of those who failed to deliver and report all I have

written, declared, and spoken here.
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O mankind …

Have these things not been written many times within and throughout My written word?

Indeed they have!

For in absoluteness and definitiveness, do I, the Lord God, declare that …

… the ignorance of My law …

… the ignorance of My commandments …

… the ignorance of My statutes …

… the ignorance of My judgments…

… the ignorance of My precedents…

… the ignorance of My grace…

… is NO EXCUSE … nor shall it ever be …

… for any of mankind who fails to come back unto Me …

… for any of mankind who rejects all that I AM …

… and …

… ALL that I stand for …

… ALL that I have written in ancient times …

… ALL that I have written in less than ancient times …

… and …
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… ALL that I speak, write, and declare NOW … in this day and age … on this day, date,

and time!

NO EXCUSE … in any way shape, shape, fashion, or form … will I accept …

… NONE whatsoever!

In conclusion …

O mankind …

I AM the Lord God Almighty …

I AM the Creator of all things living and non-living …

I AM the Lord …

I AM God …

I AM King …

I AM sovereign …

I AM eternal …

I AM everlasting …

I AM the Lord God of Abraham …
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I AM the Lord God of Isaac …

I AM the Lord God of Abraham …

I AM the Lord God of Jacob …

I AM the Lord God of Joseph …

I AM the awesome Lord God of he whom I have

sent to write, declare, and speak these words (for

which I have commissioned him to speak most

all of My future words) …

I AM the Lord God of Israel …

I AM the Lord God of America …

I AM the Lord God of My few other handful of peoples and nations …

I AM the Lord God of those who are “of Me” …

I AM the Lord God of those who honor, love, and obey

Me …

I AM the Lord God of all those who follow My

laws, commandments, statutes, judgments,

precedents … unto My standards …

Finally …

I AM the God of gods …
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I AM the One True and Living God …

… for there is no one like Me…

…nor has there been anyone before Me …

… nor will there ever be anyone after Me …

In fact there is no other God period!

I AM God …

… THE Lord God Almighty!

… THE Lord Yahweh God Jehovah

I, the Lord God …

… love ALL of My peoples …

… love ALL of My nations …

… but also love ALL of mankind!

For all those that know Me and are “of Me” …

… rededicate yourselves unto Me!

For all those that do not know Me and are “not of Me” …

… come back unto Me!
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In finality …

I declare these major things I will do bring to pass unto mankind in the Earth …

… IN GENERALITY. These are amongst many of the “Great Signs, Wonders,

Miracles, and Works of the Lord God Almighty”:

 Prophet of the Lord God.

 Signs in the heavens above.

 Signs in the earth beneath.

 Great “Acts of God”.

 Greater “Supernatural Acts of God”.

 The pouring out of My Spirit upon all those who seek Me.

 Revival of the greatest order to ALL the world.

 Judgment of the Assemblies of the Congregations.

 Covenant of America.

 America’s twenty-four sets of judgment (twenty unconditional and four conditional,

existential).

 America’s debt paid down and eliminated.

 Covenant of Israel and the beginning of its completion of fulfillment.

 The nations of the Lord God.

 Unification of the Lord God’s Alliance of Nations unto Federation.

 Kings removed and raised up.

 The resources of the Earth, for which three nations have seven-tenths of all the

world’s resources. Which three nations have these resources?

 Riches, treasures, and secrets of the Earth … of the heavens … and of the Lord God

Almighty.

 Technologies - new.

 Laws, physics, mathematics, theories, and more - new.

 Cycles of time.

 The Third Temple of the Lord God.

 The Second Tabernacle of the Lord God

 The Altar of Redemption of the Lord God.
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 Wars: three wars, of which one will be a regional war, and two will be global world

wars.

 Destructions, decimations, and desolations … unto the entirety of the Earth.

 More … many, many more!

Such are the proofs and evidences and fulfillment of many prophecies given, whether of

old (of ancient times) … whether of new (of less ancient times) … whether of eternal (of

more recent times up until NOW, on this day, date, and time …and hereafter).

O mankind …

… bless-ed are those who believe in Me as result of the giving of these great proofs,

evidences, and fulfilled prophecies.

But, greatly bless-ed are those who have believed in Me prior to the giving of these great

proofs, evidences, and fulfilled prophecies …

… for they will be greatly blessed … for those who have had … and for those who now

have … “faith” in Me …

… for they will be awesomely blessed … for those who have had … and for those who

now have … a “great faith” in Me …

… for they will be greatly and awesomely blessed … for those who have had … and for

those who now have … an “awesome faith” in Me!

For all these will inherit the Earth, but more so, will they inherit a bless-ed and wondrous

life of eternalness with Me … in My holy presence!

O mankind …
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… COME BACK UNTO ME NOW …

… for indeed, it is ALL ABOUT FAITH …

… FAITH and BELIEF in Me …

… such that I am I honored, loved, and obeyed …

… for without question, do I, the Lord God, reward those who diligently seek Me!

Thus says the Lord God …

… ALL these things, and more, which I have spoken, written, and declared unto all the

Earth and mankind (who possesses it, for now)!

Signed.

Sealed.

Delivered …

… this Tuesday, the 24th of September 2013 at 12:12 AM American Eastern Daylight

Time …

… Tampa Bay, Florida, The United States of America …

End of Message

Thus says the Lord Yahweh God Jehovah …
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Signed,

… this Tuesday, the 24th of September 2013 at 12:12 AM American Eastern Daylight

Time.

Sealed,

… by the High Servant of the Most High God of ALL Hosts,

The High Prophet of the Lord Yahweh God Jehovah …

Tampa Bay, Florida, The United States of America.

Completed,

… this Saturday, the 5th of October 2013.

Delivered,

… the Day of Revealing of this Message …

… this Sunday, the 3rd of November 2013.

This message contains the Seal of the Lord God, indicating its finalization.

Seal of Message Indicating Sealing & Finalization
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Completion of Message

Published,

… the Day of Publication of this Message …

… this Sunday, the 3rd of November 2013.
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